
Schindlers Attorneys Innovate with South
Africa’s First AI Attorneys

South Africa's first AI attorney

Redefining Legal Services: Schindlers

Attorneys Launches AI-Powered

Counselors to Streamline the South

African Legal Landscape

MELROSE ARCH, GAUTENG, SOUTH

AFRICA, April 29, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- In a world where

technology and law intersect with

unprecedented complexity, Schindlers

Attorneys, a leading law firm renowned

for its expertise in blockchain,

cryptocurrency laws, and tech

innovation, has once again positioned itself at the forefront of legal innovation. Schindlers

Attorneys is not just a pioneer in the legal domain but a beacon of progressive adaptation to

emerging technologies.

Stay tuned as we continue

to break new ground,

ensuring that our clients are

always at the cutting edge of

legal and technological

advancements.”

Maurice Crespi

Pioneering with Firsts

Schindlers Attorneys has been synonymous with "firsts" in

the legal landscape of South Africa:

2018: Established the first blockchain department.

Historic Sale: Facilitated the auction of Nelson Mandela's

arrest warrant, aiding in the preservation of Liliesleaf amid

financial duress.

Crypto Innovations: Launched the first crypto Initial Coin

Offering (ICO) with escrow-backed investor

protection—pioneering secure investment frameworks.

Introducing AI Attorneys

Embracing the digital age, Schindlers Attorneys has launched the first suite of AI attorneys in

South Africa, featuring 20 beta AI-trained legal experts. These AI attorneys are trained in various

fields of law, reflecting Schindlers' commitment to merging legal expertise with cutting-edge

technology. This innovative venture is set to revolutionize how legal services are delivered,

offering precision, efficiency, and accessibility.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.schindlers.co.za
https://www.schindlers.co.za


SchindlersX.io RWA exchange

Schindlers Attorneys

SchindlersX.io: A New Era of Legal

Services

The firm’s innovative streak continues

with SchindlersX.io, the first legally-

backed Real-World Asset (RWA)

platform and marketplace. This

platform embodies the firm's forward-

thinking approach by integrating legal

assurance with digital asset innovation,

providing a secure and regulated

environment for tokenization and

trade.

Groundbreaking AI Legal Judgment

In a groundbreaking development, an

AI judge named "Sarah" at Schindlers

Attorneys has issued a simulated legal

judgment concerning the legality of a

controversial substance in South Africa.

This non-binding decision, a world first,

supports the decriminalization of this

substance for personal use,

possession, and cultivation by adults in

private settings, citing lack of scientific

basis for its criminalization and

highlighting its potential therapeutic benefits. Maurice Crespi, the managing partner, noted the

AI's independent analysis and emphasized the continuous improvement in its accuracy and

reliability. This landmark judgment, although simulated, has ignited discussions on the potential

role of AI in legal decision-making and the reform of drug policies based on scientific evidence

and constitutional rights.

Why Schindlers Attorneys?

At Schindlers, innovation isn't just a buzzword—it's a practical reality. With a history rich in

pioneering firsts, Schindlers Attorneys continues to lead in providing tech-savvy legal solutions.

Whether it's blockchain, cryptocurrency, or AI integration, Schindlers not only adapts to but also

anticipates the needs of the digital future.

Stay tuned as we continue to break new ground, ensuring that our clients are always at the

cutting edge of legal and technological advancements.

Maurice Crespi

Disclosure

https://SchindlersX.io
https://www.schindlers.co.za/sarah-schindlers-adjudication-ai-engine-hands-down-judgement-in-favour-of-the-legalisation-of-psilocybin-psychedelic-mushrooms-in-south-africa/


For transparency and to provide context to our readers, it's important to note that Maurice is a

partner at Schindlers Attorneys and also a co-founder of SchindlersX.io.

Maurice Crespi

SchindlersX
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